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FORWARD 
If one stands on Massachusetts up near the Eldridge 

on a clear, quiet morning while the rest of.the city sleeps, 

one can still hear the beat of a thousand ho:r:_semen, men on 
~ t ··J.~· 

horseback, on foot, in covered wasons, in a frenzied race 

to claim the land; the pounding of hammers and all the flurry 

and excitement of a people building a new settlement; the 

tramping of many feet, a large mob, everywhere, shouting; 

cannon boom and walls of brick tumble into the street. There 

are more hoof beats. It is dawn. They sweep up Massachusetts 

and now stand before the hotel. A great gong sounds to arouse 

the guests. A bed sheet is lowered from a window, a sign of 

surrender, and an incredible doom of crnath and desolation is 

upon the city. The hoof beats are now those of. new immigrants . 
pouring into the land and the sound of building continues, 

new buildings, bigger buildings, new industries arising, a 

university. A railroad arrives, and now another, and a whole 

new city is growing up on the prairie. 

Such is the history of Lawrence. Today, as the city 

progresses into its second century, a need has been brought 

to mind of a survey of its early buildings, to whatever extent 

possible with those no longer standing, and to document many 

of those yet .remaining today. 

It is hardly possible that the paper presented here needs 

an apology or explanation for it is evident that the contents 

of this paper are not without value as a record of a vanishing 
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scene the memory of which will soon depend upon romance 

unless someone who knew of it shall undertake to preserve 

the outlines of its peculiarities. If any excuse were needed 

for the exposition of sketches as desultory and disconnected 
._...'l ,, 

as these may prove to be, such an excuse might be found in 

the fact that the subjects of this paper are fast disappearing. 

With each year more ·of them pass away. The world is fast 

changing. I trust I am not in error when I venture .to place 

some value, however small, on everything which goes to make up 

this history of a condition of building~ 

Few people living in this small· today are aware of their 

place in the great yesterday. Their lrnowledge of history is 

clear, to be sure. They can point to the various places where 

it has been enacted: here Robinson camped; there Lane plotted; 

on this place Hale and Emerson preached the great crusade; on 

that Atchison let vent ~o his rage. Yet, they lack a sense of 

the importance of history. As a result, many records, particu-

larly photographs, have been lost or were never made at all. 

The picture of Lawrence of yesterday painted for us in 

letters and accounts, 2nd in a few drawin5s and photographs, 

is a sketchy one, a meager glimpse into the life of a city 

.that~ once was, for it was another city, in truth, if not in 

being. It is a play set upon a stage, the scenes constantly 

changing, and new actors coming into the light, then passing 

back into the wings. Weeks, Tucker, Lawrence and the other 

photographers may not have caught the importance of their 
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work, but to those of us today w1?,o have arrived after the 

changing of the.scenes, their work is the reality of this 

past age. Thus, it has been the greater intention of this 

paper to fill in some of the gaps in the picture of Lawrence 

' for the viewer of some years hence. Having thumbed through 

the pages of history and peeked through the crack, I have 

felt in this work some significance. If, then, this record 

can only.gather the dust of old age and be ever so casually 

glanced upon at some distant date, its purpose shall have 

been fulfilled. 

The buildings shown on the following pages are repre-

sentative types of all of the nineteenth century buildings 

of Lawrence. Not all buildings of this period are shown, 

nor could they be, their number is so great. However, in 

regards to the commercial b~ildings, an attempt has been made 

toward completeness. The University ·buildings have not been 

included, neither have the buildings of Haskell ~nstitute. 

More space ·might have provided for them. Fo~ a study of the 

University buildings of this same period, J~~es Howard Compton 

has prepared an excellent history which:: would recommend. 

In referring to buildings the earliest knmm name of the 

build,:ing or the name of the ea.rliest lmown m·mer is used. Some-

times this the original builder, in other instances, this is 

the present owner. This may seem·confusing in the case of a 

house that has been well kno,,·m by the name of a later owner, 

but for the sake of consistency, this has been adhered to. 
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:Many acc·ounts are conflicting, probably because they were never 

committed to wri~ing until some years aftGr the occurrence of 

the event. These, not to attempt to rectify or dispel one in 

favor of another, I have avoided. Dates of construction are 
• given where they are definitely known or coula'be reasonably 

established from reliable accounts. Dates appearing on buildings 

themselves have not been found to be altogether trustworthy. 

All illustrations appearing in this record not otherwise 

accredited are my own. 

I should like to give grateful aclmowledgment for their 

assistance in gathering and preparing this material to Mrs. 

Robert Branner of the University Library, to the staff of the 

Lawrence Public Library, to Mrs. Ruth Love of Lawrence Journal-

World, to Professor J.M. Kellogg of the Department of Archi-

tecture, to Mrs. E. M. Owen who, as a member of the Douglas 

County Historical Society, has colleqted much data, to the 

Hixon Studio, to the Kansas State Historical Society for the 

use of photographs, and to the many other citizens and towns-

folk who have aided in many small ways. 
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THE EARLY SETTLEMENTS 

Tne first party of immigrants to settle at Lawrence 

w.as organized under the auspices of the New England Emi-

grant Aid Company of Boston and numbered twenty::,l'iine per-

sons. It left Massachusetts July 17, and arrived at the 

site of Lawr~nce August 1, 1854, following the directions 

of Charles Robinson for finding the place. A second party 

of 114 arrived on September ,9, lead by Robinson ·and s. C. 

Pomeroy. The New En.glanders were not, however, the first 

settlers on the townsite. 

The first settler to begin building1 was Achilles B. 

Wade who began a log cabin in June, 1854, at the north end 

of Indiana Street east. of t.11.e present water plant. Charles 

Stearns began his cabin soon after at what is now 616 Massa-

chusetts. Wade and Stearns helped each other and Stearns' 

cabin was finished first, the Wade cabin on the follmving 

day. Stearns sold his cabin to the New Englanders for five 

hundred dollars since it stood on ground they desired. 

w. H. R. Lykins had also built a cabin before the arrival of 

the Company party and sold his claim to the Company. 

For the building of these log c~oins, only a few of 

which were erected, oak, hickory, and walnut were the domi-

nant woods" Lin the northern Eurppean countries where ·the 

log cabin originated, straight pine timber ·was available, 

but the native timber of this re5ion was only relative1y 

1. According to Edward Bumgardner. 
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straight. Hence there was a large amount of hew·ing to make 

a'reasonably close fit between logs and always a good amount 

of chinking with mud or lime for weatherproofing. Since the 

log cabin had never been introduced into New England, the 
.,...,..,'t~ 

Emigrants could not provide the skill gained only from ex-

perience to erect them, and taken with the fact that- they"·- · 

were not ideally suited to the conditions of this region, 

gives adequate reason for their not having been used to any 

extent. 

Upon first arriving the New England Ernic;rants lived in 

tents provided for them by the Nei.·1 Ens land Emigrant Aid Com-

pany which they .were to pass on to later arrivals after 

having secured other shelter. There was difficulty in this 

however, and the Company had to resort to other makeshift 

housing, the haytent. These were made by pinning poles about 

twenty feet in length together, raised to make an 11A 11
• Along 

the sloping sides horizontal ribs 1·1ere nailed and on this 

tall grass was .placed held by wire. As winter came on 5reater 

protection had to be found and the ends of these •iA-nouses" 

were lai~ up with sod, leaving o:penin3s for doors which were 
2 made of J?Ole frames covered with cloth. 'rhe first one of 

these was the Pioneer Boarding House, the second was the 

Chu1"'ch or Meeting House. They measured twenty by forty-

eight feet, and both were used for 5eneral shelter and sleep-

ing quarters. Later cabins of this ,desisn were covered with .. 
shingles, which were cut-off sections of oak logs. 

2. Malin: Emergency Housing at Lawrence. 
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- The log cabin built by Cha~lea Stearns, 1854. 
Destroyed in 1881. Photo from University of ~- -Kansas Library. 

Part of Lawrence, Kansas, 1855. Drawing by 
J.E. Rice. Print in possession of Kansa s 
State Historical Sr : iety, from Malin: Emer-
gency Housing at Lawrence, 1954. 
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Had Lawrence been located on a navigable river bringing 

lumber to the town would have ·been only a small problem and 

the town could have immediately begun with frame houses. But 

with neither a river nor a railroad nearby, frame construction '~"', 
had to await the arrival of a sawmill. 

A sawmill had been purchased by the Emigrant Aid Company 

in Rochester, New York, but after waiting several months for 

its arrival, a sawmill was brought in from Missouri. It be-

gan operations in December, 1854, and the Delaware Indians 

living on the north side of the river were contracted to 

supply logs at one dollar for six hundred and to take their 

pay in lumber. In January, the Company leased the operation 
.r 

of the mill to the Kimball brothers. The Herald of Freedom 

reported on February 17 that two-thirds of the sawm111 1 s 

output, supposedly 4000 feet per day, was delivered to the 

Company for the hotel. By June, 1855, two other sawmills 

were able to begin operations, but one was almost immediately 

shut down by a boiler explosion. 

Lawrence as it appeared at the first of 1855 is described 

in the first issue of the Kansas Free State, January 3, 1855, 
published by Josiah Miller and R. G. Elliott. "It now con-

tains 117 buildings, already completed or in process of erec-

tion. Among these are 1 steam saw mill, 2 stores, 3 boarding 

houses, 2 blacksmith shops, 2 printin5 offices, from which 

are issued 3 weekly newspapers, and a ·church. 
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"The projectors of this prospective city, anticipating 

a population of° fifty or a hundred thousand, claim a site 

lying two miles on the river and extend~ng back 1} miles, 

which they are· crossing with streets and div~;ng into lots. 

All the streets are eighty feet in width_except Main which 

is one hundred feet wide. Those parallel with the river are 

called avenues and designated by letters of the alphabet, 

the others by their numbers. 

"Its site is beautiful in the extreme, being equaled 

by few and surpassed by none in the West. 11 

The editors also spend a few words to describe their 

own office. "Our office is as yet very cold and disagree-

able and our material does not work as well as we desire. 

Our editorial has all been prepared within a few days, in 

a cold room, and with half a dozen loafers standing over 

our shoulders, debating loudly, and all the while, the 

various topics of claL~s, the resources of the territory, 

politics and the eastern war. We hope a better state of 

things is approaching." In complaining of the difficulty 

in securing lumber, they further describe their office as 

"made of very ordinary split oak boards. It is not at all 

comfortable, having no floor, ceiling·, or window sasb,. 11 

Timber being something of a scarce material naturally 

caused ·the early settlers to turn to substitutes for 1 t. 

In most parts of: eastern Kansas limestone rock wa.s easily 

obtained and without skilled quarrying operations. For 

mortar limestone could be burned to produce lime. Substa.n-
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Lawrence, May, 1856. Sketch from Henry 
- Howe: Historical Collections of the .Great 

West, 1857 edition. 

Lawrence 
Henry Howe: 
Great West, 

·01d~ Sketch;_. from 
Historical Collections of the 

1873 edition. 
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tial stone buildings had been erected at Sha'\'.'TI.ee Mission, 

Council Grove and other points before the territory was 

opened to settlement. It would seem that the New Englanders 

had no tradition in stone building for these resource~ availed 
~.,,.,~. 

little.3 However, they did turn to brick, although it was 

slow in coming. In February, 1855, the Herald of Freedom 

announced that a first kiln of brick would be burned in the 

spring. "From the difficulty in procuring timber, it is 

evident our city must be built up of brick and mortar. 11 4 

. Since the early sawmills were ~nproductive, timber 

continued to be scarce, until the spring of 1858, the great 

year for steamboats on the Kaw. For the three years prior 

to then, small boats had made their way up the river as far 

as Lawrence and a few as far a.s Manhattan. But in lts58 the 

river carried a volume of water that had been unequalled since 

1844 and not again equalled until 1903, making it navigable. 

In March, 1858, the,Minnie Bell brought 50,000 feet of eastern 

lumber and in May the Missouri River steamer, Kate Swinney, 

brought 300,000 feet of pine lumber to Lawrence, which was . 
If'' 

unloaded at the foot of New Hampshire and sold to Robert 

Morrow at one hundred dollars per thousand feet. In sub-

----··· 

for the dry _year· of 186Q_, .urrtil __ tb.~_ cg_~.1-~---°-~----~he· railroad 

in 1864, and from that time on good lumber was available.5 

3. Malin: Housing Experiments in Lawrence, 1855 •. 

4. Herald of Freedom, February 3, 1855. 

5. Ed.ward Bumgardner, Lawrence Journal-World. 
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THE FREE STATE HOTEL 
Because of 1 ts integral embroilment in the poli t1c·a.1 

controversies of the territory, the Free State Hotel, built 

by the New England Emigrant Aid Company, became much more of 
.... ,-~ 

a symbol than a building achievement. It is however, a 

climax to the building of early Lawrence. 

As first planned the hotel was to be three and a half 

stories high and of frame construction---probably large tim-

bers fitted together by mortice, tenon, S:_~d pins---over a 

basement o'f' stone walls and foundations. By the first of 

November, H354, the foundations were being laid. S. N. 

Simpson was given a contract in February, 1855, to complete 

the building _by May 1, 1856. Late in April, the basement 

was finished and ready for timbers but work was suspended 

probably because of the shortage of timber. Work continued 

at intervals for the remainder of the year and into early 

1856, being completed on April 12, at which time the Herald 

of Freedom p·rovides this description or the .finis};l:ed building: 

"The dimensions and particular description of the struc-

ture are as :f'ollows: The buildin5 is on the corner of Massa-

chusetts and Winthrop streets, fronting on Massachusetts 

street; 50 feet front, 70 feet back; three stories above the 

basem~nt, contains 50 separate apartments, besides a hall in 

each story. 
11 The basement is divided into three rooms, each 18 feet 

square---two to be used as pastry and meat kitchens, the 
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other as storehouse or cellar. The first story is eleven 

feet from floor ·to ceiling, and is divided into nine rooms: 

The dining hall, 18 feet "~de and 47 feet long; hall 9xl2 

feet wide, the entire length of the building;~ .... fentlemen I s 

parlor, 18 feet square; ladies ·parlor 18x20; reading room 

H3 feet square; office 16xl4; side hall from office with 

entrance on Winthrop street; main entrance on Massachusetts 

street; two flights of stairs to the second story. Second 

story 10 feet from floor to ceiling; ei~teen rooms---six 

of them llxl8, balance 10 feet square; hall entire length 

of building. Third story 9 feet from floor to ceiling; same 

dimensions as the second story; stairs leading to roof which 

is flat, and affords a fine promenade, and a splendid view 

of the surro1.U1ding ~ountry. There are thirty or forty port-

holes in the wall, which rise above the roof, plugged up now 

with stones, which can be knocked out with a blow of the butt 

of a Sharpe's rifle. The apartments are papered and well 

ventilated. 

"The entire cost of the hotel probably exceeds $20,000. 

The outhouses are of the neatest kind. Tne stable in the 

rear, is not yet finished though the walls are up. It is 

calculated to accommodate fifty horses, and give shelter to 

vehicles. 116 
• 
It is interesting to note that the building did not 

occupy the entire grounds held by the New England Emigrant 

6. Herald of Freedom, April 12, 1856. 
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Aid Company, said to have been four lots each 50 x °125, two 

on Massachusetts. and two on Vermont. It was intended that 

the south fifty feet or these grounds.be beautified with 

shubbery and flowers, all to be enclosed within a neat fence. 
-..,.!1--:. 

The remaining history of the hotel, how it was destroyed 

by Sheriff Jones on May 21; 1856, the day it was to·be opened, 

is well-recorded history and needs no restatement here. 
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RESIDENCES 

When the-early settlers were at last able to set about 

building permanent and more substantial homes, their first 

products were expressive of their austere living conditions. 
-'· Showing a notable disregard for style, they built from their 

experience and in the materials with which they were familiar. 

Fortunately, quite a number of the early resi~ences have sur-

vived and are shown on the following pages as they now stand. 

For ease of handling, the early houses that follow are 

classified by types. These types overlap in form as well as 

in time and hence this classification is rather arbitrary in 

some cases. Construction dates, even where given, are question-

able since there is often conflicting information concerning 

them. 

Concerning such dates, contemporary photographs are most 

helpful in establishing a period from which a building dates. 

Seen in this present work are several such photographs. Some 

were made by Alexander Gardner, a photographer brought to this 

country from Scotland by Mathew Brady during the fifties. He 

opened a gallery in Washington, D. c., and is probably most 

widely lmown from Beveral photographs he made of President 

Lincoln.- He also followed the Army of the Potomac during the 

war. His photographs shown here were made in 1867 or early 

1868 while following the route of the Union Pacific railroad 

through Kansas.7 The original prints are all in the ,posses-

sion of the Kansas State Historical Society with the exception 

7. Taft: A Photogranhic Historv of Early Kansas. 



of the photograph, "Massachusetts Avenue, Lawrence, Kansas", 

page 1~9,. which is in the possession of the Missouri Historical 

Society. 

The photograph of "Lawrence from Mount Oread", page 15, 

is interesting. It was made from a point near·1welfth and 

Louisiana and shows Lawrence as a typical Western town, void 

of trees except some newly planted saplings. It would appear 

to be well recovered from the disastrous raid of a few years 

before. Recognizable are several buildings still standing 

today, among them, in the left portion, the house of Colonel 

Blood at 1015 Tennessee, directly above it the three story 

building at 747 Massachusetts, the house at 945 Kentucky, and 

to the right of it, the Sears house, 944 Kentucky. In the 

right portion can be seen the Trinity chapel, the rectory, 

the Eustace house at 1033 Vermont to the far right, and beyond 

on Massachusetts, the First Methodist Church. 

Another contemporary photograph, by someone unknown, 

page 15, was made from on or near Massachusetts looking west 

along Eighth Street. Four houses are visible in the distance, 

three of which still stand. Near center is the house at 739 

Ohio, just behind it is the Sutliff house, 743 Louisiana, to 

the --J~_f~?-!l.d-~partly. obsctrr~d~i,-~_c __ th~-~~_Tmme house, _ 743 Indiana, 
--··· -------- .,.·t.0;, ___ ,,_,, __ -:-..;:..~ .. ·-.--:.-.a:q_,,.,;. .,._____ ~:,--·· ---- ... , -- --- . ·., .. , ••• --~-----·- ·' ---------~--- :··--:--....: ••. - ... ~ 

and -=fa~=-·beyonc;f;:J:Ire~·-L?,ne·-house···which stood at 745' Mississippi. 

This photograph which is from the University of Kansas Library, 

appee..red in Tucker's 1895 Album and was entitled "Arrival of 

New Settlers11
, but the exact circumstances about it are not 
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Lawrence ~rom Mount Oread. 1867. By Alexander Gardner 
from Kansas State Historical Society. 

View along West Eighth Street. 1860's. 
From University of Kansas Library. 
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knovm. The date would seem to lay between 1861 when the Lane 

house was built and 1869 when.City Hall was built. 

EARLY HOUSES 

The first group of buildings are of a non-descript type 

which have been loosely grouped together. They all vary from 

one another but all are marked by simplicity and distinct 

expression of material. 

Near the river at 621 Rhode Island stands a simple little 

one-story house of stone. It is situated ,on a large lot, well 

above the river. Another like it is thelittle house at 1117 

c·onnecticut. 

A squat little building that seems to hug the ground is 

the stone house at 827 Tennessee. It is actually a two-story 

house built on the side of the ravine that once·extended from 

Central Park up that way; the ravine was filled in later 

leaving only one of its three levels above grade. John Gill-

ham, an early day blacksmith, lived in it at one time and may 

have built it. The house is now occupied by R. s. Tait, Pro-

fessor of Mechanical En5ineering. 

A little frame house with a porch very similar to that 

of the Gillham house stands at 730 Kentucky and is probably 

of comparable age. The porch lends a Southern atmosphere to 

the house. 

Then there is the George W. Bell house at 1008 Ohio. 

It ls a story and a half house with a side dormer. The stone 

work is a little more refined and has characteristic flattened-
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House, 
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John Gillham house, 827 Tennessee. 
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Two Views of the house at 1008 Ohio. 
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House, 1026 Rhode Island. 
':.\ li' 

Robin~on barn, 1400 .Louisiana. 

Babcock barn, 
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arch windows. Bell was county clerlt at the time of the Raid 

and was killed by the ruffians. 8 Another stone house stands 

at 1026 Rhode Island, also a story and a half of a very simple 

plan. 
..,,,l, 

One old stone building with a story to tell is the house 

at 1400 Louisiana. It appears rather certain that it was 

built by Charles Robinson, first state governor and, in many 

respects, first citizen of Lawrence. One account9 tells us 

that it was his home until he took office as governor in 

January, 1861, and that during the Quantrill Raid it was 

burned. Blaclnnar, on the other hand, states that it was merely 

a barn and may have survived the Ra.id undamaged. He further 

states that following the firing of his home at 1115 Louisiana 

by the Jones posse in May, 1e56, Robinson moved to a house 

in the country :four miles north of Lawrence where he spent the 

remainder of hisslife. 10 However, the morning of August 21, 

1863, the Robinsons were living on Massachusetts "north of 

the Eldridge 11
• That he found safety in the old structure on 

that fateful day all agree. 

Sometime after the Raid, the building ,-ms remodeled into 

a house, but stood vacant for some years. After a fire in 

1915 only the stone walls remained. In 1919 Professor·--R.--1,-. 

Grider bought the place and made it into his home. A porch 

that has been added across the front and its dormered roof 

8. Lawrence Journal-World, October 7, 1937. 

9. Theodore Gardner, Kansas City Star, 1919. 

10. Blackmar: Li:fe of Charles Robinson. 
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gives it a character that belies its many years. 

Another barn wh1ch now serves as a residence is the 

building erected by Carmi W. Babcock standing at 2239 West 

Drive, in the south part of Lawrence. George K. Melvin, 
···' ·· 

attorney, now lives in it. 

An interesting old stone house with later variations is 

the one ·at 926 Indiana. It appears to have had a flat gable 

roof" at one time. The porch is a later addition, not entirely 

in keeping with the house itself. The shutters are painted 

light blue. 

Last .of this group is the Brown mill and dairy barn 

which stood on Iowa north of Nineteenth Street. William BrO\m. 1 

. the bui.lder, ·was one of the early settlers. He bought the 

farm of sixty acres in about 1860. One of the first dairy-

men around Lawrence, he was !'irst to operate a dairy wae;on in 

town, selling milk from it at from ~hree to :five cents a quart. 

The large three s'tory building was erected in 1870 as a 

· grist mill. The Browns lived in the west part of the building 

at one time and the remainder was used for the mill. One 

large room served for a time as a dance hall for the young 
11 people of the countryside. A steam ene;ine was installed as 

a power source to grind corn but it proved insufficient and 

consequently the building was little used as a mill. The old 

stone burrs were later hauled off and the steam engine was put 

into a steamboat th2..t was built on the Kaw below the bridge 

11. Whittemore: Sketchbook of Kn.nsas Landmarks. 
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and floated dovm to the Mississipp1.12 

The but.tressed barn wa.s built during the seventies by 

Brown as a dairy barn, the rock quarried on the place, just 

as with the mill. Some time after it was co~~eted the south 

wall began to sag, and the buttresses were added tq prevent 

a collapse. 

After the death of William Bro,m., his sons continued to 

rarm the place. One son, Elmer, served two years in the legis-

lature. Another son, Willard, still lives at 845 Illinois. 

The farm was purchased by the University of Kansas Endowment 

Association in 1946 for $15,200. Both buildings have been 

subsequently razed, the buttressed barn during the spring of 

1951, the mill in March, 1955. 

It is unfortunate that neither of these buildings were 

preserved although the mill, at least, could have been with 

an early effort. These buildings were a link with a colorful 
. . 

part of our history which without them is impossible to :fill. 

No legislature ever met ,-1i thin them, nor was there ever a 

battle waged about them. They '\·1ere dedicated to the simplest 

living -of this 500d life, the drama of every day love and 

happiness expressed in the most humble forms. A man gathered 

stones from about him and within fulfilled his life's pr-6mi-se. 

THEME .4..ND VARIATIONS 

Turning now to a 5roup of houses ,-1i1ose form reappears 

throughout Lawrence in varying proportions, there are· such 

12. Lawrence Outlook, November 4, 1946. 
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House, 926 Indiana . 

Brown Mill. Iowa near Nineteenth . 1870. 

Brown Mill. Iow~ 
Ruins of but t 24 



Brov.rn Mill. West elevation. 1870. 
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houses as the little Adam Oliver house, 802 Tennessee, in 

which the s·imple gable roof is set w1 th the ridge parallel 

to the front. Often chimneys are placed at either ends and 

usually a porch runs the length of the f~£:nt. On the Oliver 

house the porch is probably not _. t,he _original but it maintains 

its shutters which is not too often the case in e~rly houses 

still in use today. Although somewhat cluttered in the rear 

it is an effective representative of early day simplicity. 

Adam Oliver came from England with his family in 1858 . I ~ . . 

and came to Lawrence in 1862. They first lived at 623 Indiana 

and during the Raid narrowly esc~ped having their home burned. 

Fee.ring more raids the family w~nt to Cc1.nada for a short 

time but soon returned and late in 1863 Oliver built this 

house. After the death of Adam Oliver, his daughter Hannah_ 

remained in the house and died in it at the age of 95, having 

spent eigllty-four years in the house. She was a professor 

of Latin for many years, retiring in.1931. 13 

Among the very oldest houses in Lawrence is the Robert 

H. Miller house at 1101 East Nineteenth, built in 1858. The 
house has remained in the Miller family throughout its life 

time. 

Robert Hyndman Miller was born in South Carolina in 1782. 

In 1856, ' having certain anti-slavery convictions he gave up 

his prosperous cotton plantation and took his ram11y north. 

A son, Josiah, had preceded him to Kansas in 1854 where, with 

13. Lawrence Journal-,forld, May 19, 1947 •. 
,I 
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Buttressed Barn. Iowa near Nineteenth. 
From Lenore French. 

House, 1031 Vermont. 

1870. 
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R. G. Elliott, he published the Kansas Free State. After a 

brief stay in Illinois, Miller came on to Kansas. In 1858 

he purchased twenty-four acres of lnnd south~ast of Lawrence 

and completed the house sufficient for occuP.ancy by Christmas • 
.... ~*:..., 

Robert H. Miller died in 1876 at the age of 94. Another son, 

William lived on the farm, caring for his parents until their 

death. At the death of William the house passed to his son 

Vanroy who lived in it until his death in 1952. His wife re-

mained in it until 1954. Since then the house has stood 

vacant and is now for sale. 

History has it that the Miller house was the first one 

passed by Quantrill and his raiders. They inquired of Willirun, 

then a boy, if there were any soldiers in town. Replying 

to the negative, he was told to stay in the house and no 

harm would come to them. Quantrill kept his word and the house 

and family were spared. 

Tne road to Franklin passed diagonally across the pasture 

east of the house and the California trail passed on the south. 

Many travellers stopped at the Miller house in the early days 
14 to rest and were never turned away. 

The Miller house is of a type that is true coloni~l style, 

probably because of the elder Miller's Southern back5round. 

Since it is not now lived in, it is in danger of falling into 

ruin. 

Other houses which fall into the sn.me general .class are 

14. Lawrence Journal-World, December 9, 1938. 
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to mention a few: the houses a.t 1031 Vermont, at 1309 Ken-

tucky, at 8;t.2 Connecticut, a.t 742-746 Rhode Island, at 8_12, 
837, and 846 Rhode Island, and at 737 New Jersey. 

A variation of this type is exemplified by the F. w. 
Read house standing at 635 Rhode Island 1A which there -is a 

large center window with a gable above. The exterior has 

now been covered over with an asbestos siding and the house 

is not so happy as it appeared in the Caldwell Souvenir of 

1898. 
A larger house of this type is the so~called Sherman 

house standing at 1013 New Hampshire. The center window 

here becomes a door. This old rooming house is said to 

have been trucked in from Franklin after the depopulation 

of th8t town brought on by the the defeat of pro-slavery forces. 

How it figured in the battle at Franklin fought by the light 

of the moon the night of August 12, 1856, is history and 

need not hold us. Until the Eldridge was rebuilt after the 

Quantrill raid it ·was said to be the best hotel in town. It 

came to be lmown as the Sherman house af'ter General William 

Tectunseh Sherman was entertained in 1 t. He spoke to a large 

throng from a balcony that once adorned the front. This was 

on October 19, 1865, less than a year after his march to the 

sea. 15 

Another house of this type is the brick house built by 

Jacob Kilworth at 1247 Massachusetts. The houses at 1011 

15. Lawrence Journal-World, April 27, 1937. · 
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of Robert H. Miller house, 
Nineteenth. 1858. 
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Adam 011 ver house, 802 Te1messee. 1863-1865. 

Hous~, 742-746 Rhode Island. 
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House, 1)09 Kentucky. 

House,- 812 Connecticut. 
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Ho~se, 812 Rhode Island . 

House, 846 Rhode Island. 

' 



House, 837 Rhode Island. 

House, 737 New Jersey. 



F. W. Read house, 635 Rhode Island. 

_ .. 

"Sherman" house, 1013 New Hampshire . 
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Detail of porch . 



Kentucky, 533 Tennessee, 1001 Pennsylvania, and 739 Ohio 

are similar. A large example of this type is standing at 

1329 West Ninth, remarkable.for its cast iron porch and 

balcony still intact. It was built by Andrew Palm who 

operated·Lthe old windmill which stood nearby at one time,· 

and is now owned by M. J. Getto. 

The most important house of this type, however, is the 

house built by Hiram Towne at 743 Indiana. Dating from the 

early sixties, it is the greatest eA--pression of the pioneer 

bu;lders of Lawrence yet standing •. Rather.than being rec-

tangular like the Read or Kilworth houses, it has a square 

plan. The center gable has become more equal to the main 

gable, its large sheltering roof unifying the design culmi-

nating in the cupola true to its period. 

The house is made up of two full floors, basement and 

attic. Tnere are four large rooms on each of the two main 

floors divided by a hall through both floors. The basement 

is full, in early days contained a dining room and kitchen, 

a cold room for fruits and vegetables and a wine cellar. 

The building is perfectly square in plan, being thirty-five 

feet in both dimensions. 

Tne walls of the house are brick inside and out and are 

more than a foot thick. Timbers of the house are of mal~ogany. 

T"ne interior walls were at one time beautifully decorated 

with hand painted scenes. The dining room was done in a so:f't 

green ·with six pair of birds hand painted in their natural 
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House, 1011 Kentucky. 

.... .... 

House, 533 Tennessee. 
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House, lOOl Pennsylvania. 

House, 
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Andrew Palm house, 1329 West Ninth. 

Detail of porch. 
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plummage. Halls had been painted in imitation of stone. The 

walls are now coyered with paper. 

Hiram Towne, a well-lmown contractor (North Collee;e, the 

Ridenour and F. M. Perkins houses), built the house for a 
.. ,.': 

man from _Chicago by the name of Poole. The Pooles did not 

live in it long and may have never actually ovmed it since at 

the time of. the raid in· 1863, it was owned by Towne and rented 

to Mrs. Emily Hoyt, a widow, reservin5 for himself a room. 

During the raid, Towne and c. H. Hoyt, son of Mrs. Hoyt and 

home on leave from the Union Army, found refuge in a nearby 

cornfield. The house was saved from destruction by the fact 

that ¥.rs. Hoyt wa~ ill. Her daughters climbed the stairs to 

the cupola from which they could e;et an unimpaired view of 
16 

the destruction throughout the tO\·m. 

The house was bought in 1879 by Frederick w. Jaedicke 

who, followed by his son, William F., and grandson, Frederick 

William, operated a hardware business for many years. At the 

death of Mrs. Jaedicke in 1907, the Otto Fischers moved in 

to the house to care for Mr. Jaedicke, Mrs. Fischer's father. 

The town of Lawrence is endowed with many old houses 

that are of.no historic style and which are too numerous to 

deal with individually. T"ney are confortable homes, modestly 

di5nified, and architecturally they are quite pleasing. Such 

.a.re: ''the ones of the following frequently seen type, one in 

which its gable is exposed to the street. L~ the more classic 

16. Lawrence Journal-World, January 20, 1940. 
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Andrew Palm house, 1329 West Ninth. 
Front. 

Hiram Towne house, 743 Indiana. 1860. 



Hiram Towne house, 743 Indiana. 1860. 

Detail of porch . 



of the type there are three windows across the front but 

sometimes there are four, two and even one. Although they 

thus fall into a type together, the feeling 'in certain houses. 

differs widely from the feeling in others. E~f example, the 

house at 835 Vermont is broader and more massive than the 

house at 114 West Thirteenth, which is taller with more 

slender w·indows. The basic plan is rectangular but often · 

there are wings subordinate to the main body, and most of 

them are two stories. Listed here are some of the houses 

of this type. 

Winfield Scott house, 646 Louisiana. 

House, 1016 New York. 

Hovey Hanna house, 800 Louisiana. 

House, 900 Pennsylvania. 

House, 1141 Con..~ecticut. 

E. F. Ackerman house, 945 Kentucky. 

House, 904 Rhode Island. 

House, 633 Indiana. 

House, 702 Rhode Island. 

Paul H. Friend Lumber office, 1030 Massachusetts. 

House, 1327 New Hampshire. 

Vic tor Zinn house, US 40 Hi5hvm.y • . · 

H. E. Eustace house, 1033 V€rmont. 

House, 530 Louisiana. 

H9use, 922 Kentucky~ 

House, 1001 Rhode Island. 
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Winfield Scott house, 646 Louisiana. 

House, 1016 New York. 
t ' .!_ ' ., "' ·...:..L ,--



Hovey Hanna house, 

House, 900 Pennsylvania. 
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House, 1""24~~G~nne~ticut. 
,' 0 l .... - f -: '\.,,' ~ - I,,<.._ • 

E. F. Ackerman house, 945 Kentucky • 

• 
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House, 904 Rhode Isiand. 

House, 633 Indiana. 



House, 702 Rhode Island. 

House, 1327 New Hampshire. 
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Paul . H. Friend Lumber Office, 1030 Massachusetts. 
Two views. 
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House, 922 Kentucky. 



Victor Zinn house, 
Two views. 
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House, 530 Louisiana. 

Robert Morrow house, 1408 Kentucky. 
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House, 

House, 1001 Rhode Island. 
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F. V. Phillips house, 
. I 

-

House, 114 West Thirteenth. 
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H.B. Leonard house, 835 Vermont. 1863. 

View of H.B. Leonard house, 835 Vermont 
showing Mount Oread in background. The 
Bell house, 1008 Ohio, is at extreme left. 
From University of Kansas Library. 
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House, 712 Kentucky (right). 

•,lll/t,IJlfll/J~ House, 724 New York. 
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House, 1217 Rhode Island. 

House, 1733 Massachusetts. 
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House, 504 Louisiana. 

House, 901 Pennsylvania. 
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William H. Sears house, 944 Kentuck7. 

House, 907 Rhode Island. 
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House, 1011 Pennsylvania. 

C. J. Mann house, 839 Kentucky. 
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House, 144 Alabama. 

Two views. 
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George Orr house, East Nineteenth. 

House, 309 Indiana. 
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House, 1125 Kentucky. 

House, 1244 Tennes see. 
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House, 1341 Ohio. 

House, 837 Meine. 
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House, 913 Connecticut. 

House, 745 North Third. 
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Rudy Studebaker house, 444 Ohio. 1868. 

Hou se, 827 Kentucky. 
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House, 922 Tennessee. 

)i~·:· 
{ . ~~  

House, 623 Indiana. 
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House, 917 Kentucky. 

Rhody Delahunty house, 1106 Rhode Island. 
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House, 1346 Massachusetts. 

House, 701 Connecticut . 
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House, 945 Rhode Island. 

Robert Morrow house, 1408 Kentucky. 

F. v. Phillips house, 720 Louisiana. 

H. B. Leonard house, 835 Vermont. 1863. 
House, 114 West Thirteenth. 

House, 712 Kentucky. 

House, 724 New York. 

House, 1217 Rhode Island. 

House, 1733 Massachusetts. 

House, 504 Louisiana. 

House, 901 Penn sy 1 van i a. 

Wilson Shannon house, 703 Indiana. Now 

William H. Sears house, 944 I~entucky. 

House, 907 Rhode Island. 

House, 1011 Pennsylvania. 

House, 144 Alabama • . 

C. J. Mann house, 839 Kentucky. 

George Orr house, East ·Nineteenth. 

House, 309 Indiana. 

House, 1125 Kentucky. 

House, 1341 Ohio. 

House, 837 Maine. 

House, 913 Connecticut. 

House, 745 North Third. 

Rudy Studebe,ker house, 444 Ohio. 

House, 827 Kentucky. 

1868. 

remodeled. 
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House, 1244 Tennessee. 

House, 922 Tennessee. 

House, 623 Indiana. 

House, 917 Kentucky. 

House, 1106 R~ode Island. 

House, 701 Connecticut. 

House, 1346 Massachusetts. 

A. J. Dicker house, 718 Locust. 1871. 
Concluding this group are two residences which are of a 

more pretensious variety, both made outstanding by the renm·m 

of their early m.,,ner-s. T'ne first was built by James H. Lane, 

senator and fire-eating war horse of the territorial days, at 

745 Mississippi. Built in 1861, shortly after he took office 

as senator, it replaced a smaller and less pretensious home 

at 800 Illinois. It was fI"om this house that he fled, "o'er 

the hills and faraway", to escape the Quantrill ruffians in 

1863. After Lane's death (he toolr his mm life in 1866), his 
widow sold the house to Colonel Andrew Terry. Later the house 

became the property of Colonel H. L. Moore, a pioneer resident 

and soldier who made some additions to the house. It was last 

lived in by a son, s. A. Moore, before being razed in 1934.17 
T'ne two contrasting photographs shO'\m picture the house early 

in its life, about 1867, and late, during the early 1930's. 
~1e second residence was built by Charles Robinson, first 

governor, in 1866 on his fn.rm four' miles north of Lawrence. 

17. Kansas City Journal-Pos.t, January 11, 19.34. 
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J ames H. Lane house, 745 Mississippi . Built in 1861, 
razed in 1934. Photograph by Alexander Gardner from 
Kansas Sta~e Historical Society. 

J ames . H. Lane house , 745 Mississippi·. Photography by 

J.M. Kellogg from University of Kansas Library. 
75 



Previously during the time the Robinsons had lived on the 

fa.rm, they occµpied a small house at the foot of the hill 

on which this house stands. Named Oakridge, it enjoys an 

impressive view of the Kaw valley and the University which 

Robinson lovingly fostered. By the terms of his will, the 

farm passed to the University. 18 Now it is occupied by 

F. H. Leonhard who was the Robinsons' "hired man11 for some 

months in 1882. Mr. Leonl1ard · easily reckons the a5e of the 

thirteen-room house, built the year he was borri. He recalls 

that he once painted the house barn red {not:.:at all unusual 

in colonial New England) for lvirs. Robinson after the other 

farm buildings had been painted and enough red paint remained. 

After RobinsonJ· s death in 1894, :Mrs. Robinson lived on in 

Oakridge with a woman companion for a number of years. 11 She 

never. called him anything but 'Doctor' 11
, Mr. Leonhard remem-

-
bers, "and he always called her 'Lady Robinson' and she \-ms 

a real lady and a real woman". 

Lawrence has been noted from its earliest years as a 

city of fine homes. Some still st~nd with a promise of 

years of service to come, reminiscent of an age of gracious 

living, when the home was tne center of family activities. 

Unfortunately, others that best reminded us of this earlier 

life have been lost to the rs.vages of -time. Such a one was 

the w. H. R. Lykins house, ,1hich stood until it was razed 

in 1940 at 721 Indiana, perhaps better known as the Barteldes 

18. Kansas City Times, October 2, 1954. 
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~~~ ~. '--· , ... ----
"Oakridge", the Charles Robinson house, 
University of Kansas Natural History f arm, 
Grant Township._ 1866. Two views. 

A. J. Dicker house; 718 Locust. 1871. 
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house. This house lil:e the house at 743 Indiana. was of 

a square plan, how·ever it was e;i ven the 101-1 pitched, almost 

flat roof. Topped with the cupola its lines resembled 

those of a Mississippi River steamer of the same period. 

W. H. R. Lykins caJDe to Lawrence in May, .1854, before 

the first New England party had arrived. He built this 

house · in 1860. In 1869 it was bought by John P. Devereux, 

land comrnissioner for the Union Pacific, and in 1585 it 
·was bought by F. w. Barteldes, who did some remodeling ·~. 

during the nineties. 

A similar house but lacking some refinement, built 

of frame in place of brick, is the house at 1724 Massachu-

setts. Still ano_ther but less of the character is the 

C. E. Harrison house at 1545 Learnal"d. 

These houses properly belong to a group widely built 

during this early period and might be termed its most out-

standing development. Probably the oldest house of this 

group is the Dr. Miner house at 615 Tennessee, built between 

1857 and 1859. The scale of this house is huge, the great 

height of its rooms being more pronounced than in some of 

its counterparts such as the R. C. M2..nley house, 624 Louisi-

ana. Some others that '- are similar are the M~ G. Manley 
house, 612 Louisiana, and to a certain extent the house at 

1208 Delaware. 

The 1·iiner house· 1·:as occupied for a time by B. W. Wood-

ward, later by Dean Olin Templin who died there in 1948. 
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W. H. R. Lykins house,· 721 Indiana. 
Photograph from Caldwell Souvenir. 

House, 1724 Massachusetts . 

1860. 
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It is now the property of Edward G. Nelson, economics pro-

fessor. The house at 612 Louisiana has been ovmed since 

1928 by Education Professor F. P~ O'Brien. All four of 

these houses are built of wood~ 

Rendered in brtck are several of the fine houses in 

town of this type. In plan they are no longer square or 

rectangular simply but have offsets. The finest and best 

preserved of these is, beyond doubt, the residence built 

by Colonel James Blood, Lawrence's first mayor, about 1865 .. 

Its richly detailed porch is a peak attained by the early 

builders and shows the impact of the great Victorian move-

ment. Like the Blood house is . the Lathrop Bullene house, 

945 East Nineteenth,_now mmed by l'•:Irs .. E. L .. Ince, and 

built by Bullene in 1873. It is centered in a large tract 

of land, but has not had the -good fortune of the Blood house. 

The Bullene house has declined a great deal and is only a 

shadow of its former self'. 

Others of varying degrees of success among this group 

are the following houses of somewhat the sa::ie period: the 

George Leis house, 1105 Louisiana; the Phillip Albach house, 

1701 Te1messee, now oi.med by E. Rice Phelps; the Thomas H. 

Vail house, 505 Ohio, 1873; the Carl Hunzicker house on 

Michigan; the Theodore Poehler house, 745 Ohio, now a fra-

ternity house; the house at 809 Vermont, reputed to have sur-

vived the Raid; the house at 805 Rhode Island; the house at 

920 New H2~mpshire; and the stone house at 1225 Vermont, m-med 
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C. E.' Harrison house, 1545 Learnard • 

., 

M. G. Manley house, 612 Louisiana. 
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House, 1208 Delaware. 

James Blood house, 1015 Tennessee. 1865. 
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house, 1015 Tennessee . 
of porch . 

1865. 
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Lathrop Bullene house, 945 East Nineteenth . 
Two views. 
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George Leis house, 1105 Louisiana. 

Phillip Albach house, 1701 Tennessee. 
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Thomas H. Vail house, 505 Ohio. 1873. 

( j 

Carl Hunzicker house, Michigan near Mount Hope. 
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Theodore Poehler house, 745 Ohio. 

House, 809 Vermont. 
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House, 920 New Hampshire. 

House, 805 Rhode Island. 
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by the Catholic Church. Still others of more varied design 

are such houses as the E. M. Owen house, 823 Kentucky; the 

large stone house at 917 Delaware; the house at 847 Louisi-

ana; the Louise Towne house, 1145 Ohio; the William Brovm 

house on Iowa; and the houses at 1038 Tennessee, 1200 Ken-

tucky, 129 South Park, and at 611 West Ninth, to mention 

but a few. 

A variation found in large houses is typified by the 

John P. Usher house, 14?5 Tennessee. U~her was Secretary 

of the Interior in the Lincoln cabinet and was later an 

official of the Union Pacific. The house has been preserved 

to a certain degree by the Beta Theta Pi fraternity, but has 

.recently (1954) remodeled the porch and grounds, the drive 

thro-q.gh the f'ront la\m and its many parked cars giving the 

old place the appearance of a drive-in restaurant. The 

Usher house is a natural development of the type just pre-

viously described, but here the type loses its sym.metry by 

the offset porch, the advancing and receding planes of the 

front wall. A brick house which nearly duplicates the Usher 

house is the one built by Senator William Harris,· 603 Ohio, 

now the Max Wilhelmi house. The frame H. E. Don Carlos 

house, 1605 Tennessee, is also similar. 

There are, of course, houses which fall in between the 

previous houses and those of the purely Victorian era. T"ney 

are mixtures because of early influences of the Gothic revival 

and later Victorian styles, :.but follow in the main the early 
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House, 1225 .Vermont. 

House, 917 Delaware. 
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E. M. Owen house, 823 Kentucky. 

House, 847 Louisiana. 
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House, 1038 Tennessee. 

William Brown house; Iowa near Nineteenth. 
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Louise Towne house, 1145 Ohio. ,:,: w~ ... ,,,~~-
, ~ 

House, 
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House, 129 South Park . 

House, 611 West Ninth . 
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John P. Usher house, 1425 Tennessee. 

H. E. Don Carlos house, 1605 Tennessee. 
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Senator Will i am Harris house, 603 Ohio. 
Two views . 
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types. These mentioned here are larger., more pretentious 

houses and hence, were most susceptible to influences. 

The Samuel A. Riggs house, 1501 Pennsylvania, is a point 

in fact. The house is said to have been burned in the raid 

and rebuilt soon after. Disregarding the tower and the addi-

tion of the nineties to the rear, it is most revealed by the 

central portion. The west wall with its low-pitched gable 

and colonial eaves, the small arched windows widely spaced, 

is so reminiscent of the Hiram Towne house, 743 Indiana, old 

City Hall, and old Pinckney Street School, all of this same 

period. The tower gives the house a huge appearance from the 

street but on approaching one finds the house strikingly small. 

It appears that the wish of the builder would have been to ex-

tend the house eastward in orde1., to complete the symmetry 

of the design, a feature which ,-rould have made the front 

more restful. T11e house is now owned by A. H. Turney, Pr'o-

fessor of Education, and was purchased by him from the son 

of Judge Riggs. 

One cannot mention the Ri55s house without calling to 
' 

mind the Solon O. Thacher house, 1613 Tennessee, better known 

as the Emery house, nor can one think· of the Thacher house 

without recalling the Rig5s house. In spite of this, however, 

the two houses have so little in common. The Thacher house 

is large, rambling, and confusing in its many elements; the 

Riggs house is small, simple and straight forward. The 

Thacher in:~its windows is of a cleo.rer lineage from the Gothic. 
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It is said that Colonels. w. Eldridge built the original 

portion of the Thacher house in 1868 and soon after sold it 

to Henry H. Ludington who built on some additions·. In 1872 

the house was bought by Solon o. Thacher and in lo89 it.was 

finished as it stands today. The front entrance and stairway, 

and probably some other portions as well, are attributed to 

John G.· Haskell. Peter Emery married the daughter of Thacher, 

1.:ary, in the house in 1887 a.nd the couple made it their home 

for many years. Paul Synder, professor of piano, now lives 

in it and maintains it in keeping with its traditions. 

Another house that, like the Rigg.s house, owes more to 

the early developments, is the large house at 1245 Rhode 

Island, built of Cottonwood Falls limestone. 

A house that is most closely connected with the Bullene 

and Thacher houses in spirit is the H. W. Baker house, 1407 

Louisiana, built during the late sixties. Much of this early 

spirit is lost, hoi.·:ever, in the complexity of advancing and 

receding walls. 

The Baker house was for .many years the home of Brinton \'l. 

'Woodward, druggist, who called the place "Brynwood 11
, derived 

from his own name. Woodward m·med a large collection of 

paintings for which he added a. gallery, a library, and . several 

other rooms. The Acacia fraternity bought the house in 1919 

and ma.de further additions. It is now Templin Hall, a women's 

residence, property of the University. 
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Samuel A. Riggs house, 1501 Pennsylvania. 
Two views. 
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Solon o. Thacher house , 1613 Tennessee. 
Two views. 

1868-1889. 
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House, 1245 Rhode Two views . Island . 
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H. W. Baker house, 1407 Louisiana. 

This building was more corm;1onlJr 1~nmm as 
Brynwood Place, and was located on uhat 
is now the parking lot for ·Sprague 

Apartments, 1400 Lilac Lane. 

This photo, ta.'l{en after "t,.11.e early 20 's, 
shows the sleeping porch built at the top 
rear, ·when the building was 01-med by and 
occupied by the Acacia Fraternity . 

--R:.rther 
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VICTORIAN CONFUSION 

We turn at last to the later houses of the nineteenth 

century Lawrence, the Victorian, with its many types and styles. 

Before taking a look at any individual house, we may do well 

to consider the reasons behind them, the thinking of the 

Victorian designers. 

The important events of the nineteenth century, the 

great westward expansion, the mass migration of people into -

the new land, the Civil War, the coming of the Industrial 

Revolution, together brought about a turning point in the 
~ 

social, economic, and artistic life of America. It was the 

end of a period of merchants, craftsmen, and farmers, all 

dependent on age old tools and~ techniques~. It was the 
I 

beginning of a period still filled with merchants and far-

mers but who operated on a larger scale than they had ever 

before and were dominated by industrialists and businessmen 

who were using the tools of the new industrial age. 

During this period America had grown into a huge market 

for the purchase of raw materials and the sale of manufactured 

goods. The abundance of raw materials and the ingenuity 

needed to exploit them created a prosperity from which devel-

oped a new class of wealth and aristocracy. In midwestern 

areas cow towns along the frontier sprang almost overnight 

into bustling cities, rivaling many of the cities of the 

east, growing under both an a5ricultural and industrial 

economic pressure. This was a scene of frenzied building. 
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Host design o:f the latter half' of the century is 

characterized by complexity and con:fusion that resulted 

:from the rapid progress in the use of tools of the new age 

and improvements in conditions for living. Crude ways of 

the frontier quickly disappeared before this march of pro-

gress •. 

Three classes of the social order emerged by the 

middle o:f the century, the aristocracy of wealth or intellect, 

the middle class ,.11th its many grades, and the poor of weal th 

and education. The rich of this day were no di:fferent from 

the rich of any other place or age but since they had so re-

cently come from the mines, mills, and forests, they had to 

consciously and deliberately take on the dress and actions 

of nobility in order to have distinction. They built huse 

palaces and manor houses, pur•chasing the architecture that 

the culture of Europe had taken centuries to develop. Thus, 

the class of house a man lived in was a .true indication of 

his wealth. The rich lived in the huge and ornate, the 

middle class in the smaller and not so ornate, the 1 o'\';er 

class in shacks and slums of the border lands and industrial 

areas. 

1-iost of the confusion of styles can be said to be 

the result of the machine. The Industrial Revolution had 

brought an end to the fine craftsmanship of .the colonial 

age. A craftsman working by hand with pride and under-

standing in his work could not compete with a machine the!.t 
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Frank M. Benedict house, 923 Tennessee • 

... .... .. 
Che.rles Lescher house, 1-036 Kentuch-y. 
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could turn out imitations by the yard. 

In the middle class home of the nineteenth century 

the dining room was as a rule the most important room of 

the house. In it the three complete meals thought ne·cessary 

then were served, and in it, in the evenings the family lin-

gered in conversation, studying, mending, and the other 

activities. In those days there was a closer relationship. 

bet·ween the dining room~:.and the source of food supply then 

there is today. The dinner table being-,nearer the home 

garden or the farm affected the eating habits and. the de-

sign of the dintng room and kitchen. Food came in bulk quan-

tities and demanded large kitchens to prepare it, encouraging 

sumptuous meals for the family. The heavy appetites of the 

Victorians is not to be overlooked when the influence of 

family life -on the character of the house is considered. 

With most of the family life centered around the dining 

room, the parlor often assumed an air of musty dignity, and 

was usually reserved for company and formal occasions. 

During the greater part of the Victorian period, the 

houses were characterized by Gothic and later Italian Ren-

aissance, both interpreted rather liberally. Sometimes 
--

Chinese, and Moorish details were · heaped on for -good measure.--

Often houses were designed simply to be picturesque. On the 

whole, the houses were heavy and awkward intheir massing, 

and restless and _confusing in their details. Frequently, 

there was a wide variety of materials used, each with more 
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W. Sparr house, 1409 Tennessee. 1887. 

-House, 1127 Ohio. 
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House, 825 Kentucky • 
. '! 

C. s. Duncan house, 933 Tennessee . 1875-1878 . 
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Elias Summerfield house. 743 Louisiana. 



than one treatment. 

It is unfortunate that so much of America was built at 

a time when European influences were in a baroque stage, a 

time when public taste was at a particularly low ebb. It 

was a time 1vhen the machine was in · its infancy and its re-

lationship with art had not yet been grasped. 

Most of the houses of the Victorian period, as well as 

many of the earlier houses are now lived in by new genera-

tions to whom they are completely inadeq_~ate and in some 

cases are no better than slums. Still others, are lived in 

by older families or their remnants and are making a stand 

ae;ainst the encroachments of this changing world. 

On these pages are sho,m representative houses of the 

Victorian age as it developed in L2..,-n'ence. They are listed 

below. 

Frank M. Benedict house, 923 Tennessee. 

Charles Le scher house, 1036 Kentuclry. 

Ripley w. Sparr house, 1409 Tennessee. 1887. The most 

Victorian house of all. A porte cochere has been removed 

from the north side but with all else, it is hardly missed. 

Sparr was a brick manufacturer from 1859 to 1867, then went. 

into railroad const1~ction. The house has been successiv~lY-

occupied by a number of different fraternities. 

House, 1127 Ohio. Occupied by the Alpha Kappa Lambda 

fraternity. 

House, 825 Kentucky. 
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John Hermann house, 845 Tennessee. 
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C. s. Duncan house, 933 Tennes~see. 1875-1878. Later 

the C.H. Tucker house. 

Elias Su.mmerfield house, 743 Louisiana. The north 

portion of this house was built by John B. Sutliff and it:. 

survived the Raid. Upon acquiring the house Summerfield en-

larged it adding the tower. ~1e house was the Phi Gamma Del ta 

fraternity house at one time. It is now the home of Mrs. L. H. 

Menger, Mr. Menger having died in 1944. The Mengers engaged 

Root and Siemens, Kansas City architects, to remodel the front. 

Mrs. Menger likes it best when tlie po.int is half-peeled off, 

showing the red brick beneath. 

W. J. Gilmore house, 319 East Seventh. 

Alexander Monroe house, 615Lcuisiana. The house accor-

ding to Agnes Emery, ,ms built by a Mr. Aprams who had a 11 great 

desire to raise pi5s." 

John Hermann house, 845 Te'h11essee. 

John Gideon Haskell house, 1340 Haskell. 1867. It was 

this notable house that Haskell, the architect, built for 

himself. It stands on hi6h ground facing his Fraser Hall, 

although, of course, Fraser had not yet been built. The hou~e 

has been owned for some for.t,y years by v. A. Young and is in 

excellent repair. 

House, lp03 M:assachusetts. 

Francis M:. Perkins house, 1008 We st Fourth. 1880. This 

house had eleven rooms on the main floors and a ballroom on 

the third, and the woodworlr for its interiors came from all 
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parts of the world. It was a building thre.e years. It was 

torn down during ·the early 1930 1 s for its lumber. 

Jacob House residence, 805 Ohio. Now the Lambda Chi 

Alpha fraternity house, it served as a hospital at one time. 

Albert Henley house, 713 Louisiana. 1884. 
House and barn, 304 Indiana. 

Peter D. Ridenour house, 1439 Tennessee. Late seventies. 

Bought in 1880 by Justin D. Bm·~·ersock and given to the Sigma 

Chi fraternity in 1915. It \·ras razed during the twenties to 

make way for the present house. 

W.R. Williams house, 1535 Massachusetts. 

House, 1042 Rhode Island. 

James Don.'1elly house, 1101 Tennessee. 

House, 1029 Tennessee. 

E. F. Goodrich house, 1711 lfassa.chusetts. 

J. Frank Wilder house, 643 Indiana. Wilder, with brother 

Charles E., was part ovmer of the Wilder Brothers Shirt Factory. 

House, 231 North Fifth. 

House, 821 Uevr Hampshire. 

James w. Green house, 637 Tennessee. 

A. J. Griffin house, 645 Co1n1ecticut. 

W. H. Lowe house, 747 Rhode Island. 

House, 900 Tennessee. 

George Innes house, 701 Louisiana. 

General Joh...n N. Roberts house, 1307 Massachusetts. Built 

during the eighties by John G. Haslrnll. Later it was the home 
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Francis M. Perkins house, 1008 West Fourth. 1880. 

House , 1603 Massachusetts. 120 



Jacob House residence, 805 Ohio. 

Albert Henley house, 713 Louisiana. 1884. 
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House and Barn, 304 Indiana. 
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Peter D. Rid~nou~ house. 
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1439 Tennesse'J. Late Seventies. From Mrs. Irving Hill. 



W.R. Williams house, 1535 Massachusetts . 

House, 1042 Rhode Island. 
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James Donnelly house , 1101 Tennessee . 

House, 1029 Tennessee . 
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E. F. Goodrich house, 1711 Massachusetts • 

. ,,.. ... 

J. Frank Wilder house, 643 Indiana . 
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House, 231 North Fifth. 

House, 821 New Hampshire. 
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James W. Green house, 637 Tennessee. 

:.~ ·/ .4 ,, 
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A. J. Griffin house, 645 Connecticut. 
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w. H. Lowe house, 747 Rhode Island. 

House, 900 Tennessee • 

... · 
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George Innes house, 701 Louisiana. 

detail. 

' 
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General- J"'ohn N. Roberts house, 1307 Massachusetts. 
John G. Haskell, architect . 

Henry Tisdale house, 643 Tennessee. 
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of J. J. Simmons. T'ne exterior is C.ottonwood Falls limestone, 

interior ·woodwork is :finished in a variety of woods. 

Henry Tisdale house, 643 Tennessee. Tisdale, with 

Samuel Reynolds, established the first stage line in the state 

in 1857, and operated later the Lawrence Omnibus Line, an 

early horse-dravm street car line. The house later became 

the property of Junius Underwood. It is now given over to 

apart1:1ents, owned by M. N. Penny. 
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COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 

Here represented in survey only are buildings of the 

nineteenth century erected for commercial and industrial 

purposes. This list is scarcely complete but illustrates 

the trend of this phase of building, showing those standing 

today and a few of those that have been torn do·wn of which 

some informatiion has been available. With particular ref-

erence to the commercial buildings has a documentation of 

the remaining buildings of the nineteenth century been im-

portant. Only a few of the many industrial buildings which 

once stood are indicated here. Lawrence during the latter 

part of the century was in full flower as an industrial 

center and was able to boast of an iron foundry, a paper 

mill, a brewery, lumber mills, flour milling e stablis}1ments, 

a barb wire mill, and factories for the making of bricks, 

soap, shirts, cigars, drugs, pottery, plows, and m.unerous 

other articles. The development of transportation, indus-

trial standardization, and changes in living standards, brought 

about a change, however, and excepttfor the few hardy ones, 

all either moved away or completely expired. 

THE WINDMILL 

Early in the 1860' s a pictu1-iesque Swedish windmill 

appeared on the horizon west of Lal:rence. Andrew Palm and 

John H. Wilder operated the mill built on West Ninth in 

partnership for the grinding of corn and, in conjunction 

with it, 01·med a plow factory. Palm, a native of Sweden, 
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returned to his homeland and brought back with hiIIi twelve 

men who would build the mill and work in it when finished. 

Part of the mill was made in Sweden and brou5ht to 

America. The mill stones were brought from France. The 

stone for the lower portion of the mill was quarried nearby 

and the timber for the superstructure was brought over from 

the north side of the river. 

The windmill was eighty feet high o.nd had five stories. 

Just above the basement was a balcony ten feet 1·;ide on which 

a windlass ran, attached to the top of the windmill which 

could be rotated by a long braced beam. A driveway allowed 

the farmer to drive his load into the center of the structure. 

An elevator was let dowri into the wagon and without dumping 

or shoveling the load could be transferred directly to the 

grinding stones above or to the storage bins at the sides. 

The windmill did constant service for years. Its two 

burrstones could grind up to tuenty bushels each a day, then 

considered a notable feat. It was shut dO\m finally in 1885 

and then stood idle for many more ye :1.rs. Sightseers, artists, 

and lovers visited it regularly during its later years, but 

then one Sunday evening after a large number of persons had 

been through it, a fire was discovered and it could not be 

brought under control. In 1905 the old landmark -disappeared 

from the hillside. 19 

19. Whittemore: Sketchbook of Kansn.s Landmarks. 
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The Windmill. Ninth Street and Emery Road. Ea~ly Sixties. By Elmer Willis. 



TNE FIRST BRIDGE 

Carmi W. Babcock or5anized the Lawrence Bridge Company 

and completed in 1863 a toll bridge built of timber. This 

was the first bridge across the Kaw at any point. The 

company did a pl~Dfi table business for some years, and easily 

met the cost coverin~ the structure. However, at times, it 

had to cpmpete with a ferry which was operated from.time to 

time in protest to the high toll charged to use the bridge. 

After the Leavenworth., Lawrence and Galveston Railroad pridge 

was completed in 1870 (located in line with present North 

Sixth) it met further competition. Foot paths ·had been added 

to this bridge in order that pedestrians could avoid the toll 

bridge. This is the first instance of free.passage across 

the river. The toll bridge was taken over by the state in 

1879 and removed during the eighties to make way for a new 

bridge. 

THE BREWERY 

One of the most colorful enterprises in Lawrence history 

is the Walruff Brewery located at 145 Maine at one time. The 

building ·tms a large brick structure, built by John Walruff 

and opened in 1868. Walruff had come to Lawrence directly 

from Germany where he, had operated a brewery. The brewery had 

a capacity output of between 400 and 500 barrels a day, and 

fifty men were· employed constantly. Each day four or five 

beer wagons carried their produce to the trains and to nearby 

points of consumption. Water for making the beer came from 
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The First Lawrence Bridge. Lawrence Bridge Company. 1863. From Mrs. E. M. Owen. 



springs and wells around the plant, and the other ingredients 

were shipped in. 

The building was of ~rick and stone framed with heavy 

walnut timbers, and was three stories high. Most brewing 

was done in the basement. Reaching out in several directions 

from the remaining building are two large tunnels or dungeons 

as they were called, where the beer was aged before distri-

bution. In the upper floors i.·rnre parlors where people could 

come and driuk. There was no bar, but ~ables were placed in 

different rooms. A large business was done daily but on 

Sunday hundreds crowded the parlors and grounds. Everyone 

came from the socially elite to day laborers. Children were 

not excluded but those under 14 had to be accompanied by 

parents. Food was served with the beer at no extra char5e. 20 

Walruff had an almost complete monopoly on the beer 

business of Lawrence. The Turnverein, one of the lar5est 

social clubs, served Walruff's exclusively. In 1880 the dry 

laws of Kansas \·1ere enacted but Walruff continued to operate 

until 1882, when he was arrested, tried, and given a l _ight 

. sentence. He afterwards moved to Weston, I·lissouri, where 

he operated a bre1·1ery until his death. 

In 1889 the buildings were talten over for use as a 

tannery and shoe factory •. The business failed, however, 

after only a few years but the tannery part survived and was 

operated on a small scale for many years by M. Carter Byrd. 

20. University Daily Kansan, July 11, 1933. 
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Walruff Brewery. 145 Maine. 1868. By 
J.M. Kellogg from University of Kansas Library. 
Original building. 

Maine . 
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The tannery business was finally given up in 1939. 21 

The accompanying photographs show the building as it 

originally was and as it now stands. The Kellogg photograph 

was made in 1934 while it was in use as the tannery. The 

remaining portion of the building to the extreme left in 

the photograph of the original building, is now occupied by 

a colored famiiy. 

BO\rlERSOCK MILL AND DAM 

The industrial center of Lawrence has always been 

about the river at Massachusetts and New Hampshire, because 

of power supplied by the dam. The dam was begun in 1872 

and completed in 1874. It is the only dam ever built on 

the Kaw. In the seventies ·James H. Gower, an Iowa miller, 

came to Lawrence and built the Douglas County Mills. In 

1877 Justin D. Bowersock, Gower's son-in-law, came from Iowa 

to become a partner in the concern. The darn in the early 

years was frequently subject to breaks. In 1885 a serious 

break had to be repaired and in 1888 an ice jam loosened 

up-river and carried ~~th it a large section of the dam, 

head gates, and much of the mill machinery. After costly 

repairs the power was restored. MaintenG.nce of the dam 

provided cheap water power for the factories that grew up 

d ·t 22 aroun 1. 

The various buildings of the Bowersock Mill are the 

result of continual building.and rebuilding. In the mill 

21. Middleton: The Industrial History of .§:. :Mid1:estern 
Tovm. 
22. Ibid. 
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Bowers~~k-:..· :-_ 
Two view Dam. s. 

1872--
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composition are structures or remaining portions of them 

dating from the seventies, other parts are more recent, 

such as the storage tubes to ~he east, built in 1913, and 

other new tubes erected in 1954. Sh01·m here are several 

photot?raphs which are recent and are intended to show the 

character of the present mill and its many parts. 

Shown here also are two scenes from the remarkable 

sketchbook of Dean·Frank Olin Marvin. The first, dated 

July 19, 1889, shows the2early day Douglas County Mills 

and the old bridge. The elevator portion to the right in 

this sketch was tor·n dovm in 1954 to make way for the new 

stor8.ge tubes. The second sketch, made August 26, 1890, 

show~ the general area at the foot of New Hampshire as 

viewed from : the north bank of the river. It is fortunate 

that these sketches of :Marvin's have been preserved. In 

comparing them with pho~ographs of the period they show a 

high degree of accuracy and further show that Marvin had 

an ability to record better by pencil than his contemporaries 

could or did by photography. 

Bfa..RB WIRE :MI LL 

One of the largest enterprises. of early industrial 

Lawrence was the Consolidated Barb Wire Company formed in .. 

1883 by a merger of three smaller firms and headed by Albert 

Henley. At first the plant had no ·wire-drawing equipment 

but bought plain wire and attached the barbs. In 1892 the 

factory moved into a new building and in 1893 the wire-
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Douglas County Mills. 1898. 
Drawing from Caldwell Souvenir. 

Bowersock Mills. 

• 
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Lawrence Paper Company and BOWf)rsock Mills. 1955. 



Douglas County Mills and Bridge. 
Sketch by F. O. Marvin. 1889 • 

. , 

~-.. ·-~ 

End of New Hampshire. 
Sketch by F. O. Marvin . 1890. 
From Sketchbook of Lawrence , Kansas. 146 



drawing mill shovm here was complete~. Thereafter the 

factory bought steel rods in carload lots and made its 

own wire. At this time it also began to make nails. In 

1899 the Company w2:,s forced to sell out to an eastern 

steel trust and the mill 1-ms shut completely. The puild-

ing is now a part of the Lawrence Paper Company. 

PIERSON ROLLER MILLS 

Another mill that competed with the Bowersock Mills 

at one time was the Pierson Roller Mills. S. B. Pierson 

in 1874 bought the Delaware Mills located on the north bank 

of the river. In 1882 a large new mill was built at 608-

614 lvie.ssachusetts and in 1883 the elevator portion was 

ad~ed ,with a storage capacity of 60,000 bushels. The con-

cern flourished for a number of years and in volume of trade 

even surpassed that of the Bowersock. In 1900, however, the 

plant was completely de2t:royed by fire bringing the business 

to a close. 

WILDER BROTHERS SHIRT FACTORY 

J. Frank Wilder and Charles E. Wilder came to Lawrence 

from Troy, New York, and in 1873 set up a factory for the 

making of custom shirts, underwear, collars, and uniforms. 

They first occupied a small stone building that they had 

erected for the purpose. In a few years business had become 

so prosperous they were compelled to e)..--pand their f'acili ties 

and in 1882 built the stone building now occupied by the 

Reuter Ore;an Company. It wa.s originally of three stories 
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Consolidated Barb Wire Mill. 1893. 
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Pierson Roller Mills. 1882-1883. 
608-614 Massachusetts. 

Wilder Brothers Shirt Factory. 
612 New Hampshire. 1882. 
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but after a few years a fourth was added. Their source of 

power was the Bowersock dam. Demand for custom shirts began 

to decline around 1912 and in 1916 the enterprise passed 
23 out of existence. 

UNION _PACIFIC RAILROlill 

The Kansas Pacific, the Kansas division of the Union 

Pacif'ic, was completed to Lawrence on November 26, 1864. 

An excursion train came from Wyandotte on the twenty-eighth 

organizing tovmsites along its line, and the company immedi-

ately set about erecting suitable freight and passenger 

facilities. A substantial station 1vas built, with dimen-

sions of 100 x 26, near the intersection of North Fifth and 

Locust Streets and completed in 1865. T'nere were open plat-

forms on the east and west ends of the building and it housed 

offices for railroad officials, and passenger and freight 

depots. Regular train service began December 19, 1864-. 

The present Union Pacific station was erected at 

Maple and North Second in 1889. Plans for the structure 

:were drawn by the architectural firm of' Van Brunt and Howe. 

The elevation dra1·1ing shown here is used throug..11 the courtesy 

of the Union Pacific. The station has been subsequently re-

modeled and the building of today lacks some of its original 
24 charm. 

SANTA FE RAILROJJ) 

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad connected 
. . 

23. Middleton: The Industrial History of .§: Midwestern Toi. .. rn. 

24. La,,;rence Journal-World, September 2, 1944. 
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Union Pacific Station. Maple and North Second. 
1889. Elevation drawing, from Union Pacific 
Railroad Company. 

Union Pacific Station. Maple and North Second. 
1889. 
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Lawrence and Topeka in 1868, and connected with Kansas City 
in 1872. The first station ·was erected on East Eighth, but 
in 1882 the two-story building that served until this year 
,.ras built at New Jersey and East Seventh. The building has 
been razed to make way for a new station. 

BI SMA.RCK GROVE 

Although not truly a commercial enterprise the Bismarck 
Grove fairgrounds and park should be mentioned. Located 
northeast of Lawrence it was the property of the Union Pacific 

who originally intended it for their permanent machine shops. 
The grove is part of the original forest which at one time 
filled that area. The 51-')ounds \·1ere first occupied in 1878 

·by the National Temperance Camp 1-!eeting and in 1879 the rail-
r~ad enlarged the grounds and built several lar5e buildings, 
fountains, eating houses, and a tabernacle capable of seating 
up to 5000 persons. Many fairs, community choral sings, and 
temperance meetings were held over the years and it is said 
that the railroad facilities were severly taxed to meet the 
demands of the many thousands who came. There were herds of 
deer and buffalo, and waterfowl to see, .: .and there was a la1{e 
and many large sheltering trees under which picnics and social 
gatherings were held. 25 Interest in the fail"s waned and in 

1898 were discontinued. Later the land was sold and it became 
a farm. Many of its trees are now gone and the lake is as 
25. La·wrence Journal-World, November 25, 1949. 
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dry as a stove lid, but t\-;o old stables and a hay barn 

still stand as reminders of an enchanting era. 

The engravings reproduced here show-. ~the Taber·nacle, 

entrance, and Art Hall, and are taken from the Lawrence 

Weekly Journal o:r April 15, 1887. 

ELDRIDGE HOUSE 

Perhaps the oldest na~e still in use today is that of 

the Eldridge. It may be truly said that here was the 

birthplace of Kansas. As Gordley wrote, "the 5reat lack 

of Lawrence had been a good hotel. People were hindered from 

coming to Kansas because they could not be comfortably cared 

for ·when they got here. Now they could tell the comfort-

;ioving emigrant that Lawrence had as good a hotel as he 

could find in St. Louis. He could find a roof and a room 

the day he arrived, and need not live out of doors till he 

could build a cabin. It was bo1.L11.d to prove an effective 

element in drawing free-state men to Kansas, and the whole 

question 1-ras one of immi5r2.tio11. The policy of the pro- . 

slavery men was to keep a1·my free-state settlers. To destroy 

this hotel was to remove a polrnrful attraction11
• 
26 Four 

buildings have graced the site, the second and third buildings 

are briefly considered here. 

After the destruction o:f the Free State Hotel, Colonel 

Shaler W. Eldridge bought the site from the E~igrant Aid 

Company~ On it he built the four-story brick building which 

26. Gordley: A History of Lm·1re11ce, Kansas. 
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Three views of the buildings in 
Bismarck Grove. 
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was l,ater to go up in flames at the hands of Quantrill. It 

covered the entire area of the site, 100 x 117, as does the 

present Eldridge. The first story of the Eldridge formed an 

arcade the entire length of the north and east fronts. It 

was begun in the spring of 1857. Eldridge stated the total 

cost of the undertaking was $80,000. The Legislature of 1875 

provided for payments for property lost during the war, but 

not to exceed $1500. Eldridge received for his loss 01500! 27 

The Eldridge was opened Friday evening, December 31, 

1858 \·d th a New Year's inauguration ball and was said to 

have had all the appointments of a first-clc..ss house. 28 By 

r, • .t. t It t th .t:' • t h t l b th t appoin l,men s 1·.ra s mean e 1 ir s o e ar in _ e own, 

permitted in spite of the fact that Lawrence ·was strongly 

prohibition in sentiment29 and that a log cabin saloon near 

the river had been raided a short time before by ten or twelve 

prominent women of La,·1rence armed with axes, hammers, and 

hatchets. 

After the bloody riid of Quantrill on August 21, 1863, 

Eldridge lacked the means to replace the hotel with as fine 

a building. He built, thoue;h, the three-story structure 

which stood until 1924. It was built in 1665, and was said 

27. Eldridge: Recollections of Early Davs in Kansas •. 

28. Lawrence Jour~al-Woi-·ld, Ausust 21, 1925. 

29. 1·lhen the first Hew En5landers arrived in 1(:)54 their first 

action, before even forming a government, was to talrn a sta..11d 

on prohibition. 
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View south on Massachusetts, 1858, 
showing Eldridge House. From Lawrence 
Public Library. ., 

Eldridge House. 1857. Destroyed in Raid of 
1863. From s. W. Eldridge: Recollections of 
Early Days in Kansas. 
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to have cost ~52,00o.30 Upon its completion Colonel Eldridge 

sold out his interest to General George W. Deitzler. Through 

the following years it changed hands a number of times until 

in 1913 it became the possession of the present owner, William G. 

Hutson, who built the present hotel. ·. 

The Eldridge of 1865 had sixty-four rooms and a capa-

city of 125 5uests. An 1883 directory noted: 11 0f later days, 

the warfare ,1hich has been mapped out in these '\·mlls has been 

of a more subtle nature than characterized by the plottings 

of Pomeroy and Lane, and Cupid has figured as the champion 

archer. 11 31 

LA.WRENCE HOUSE AND OTHER HOTELS 

A. large block of brick seldom noticed today, but still 

q_uite present, stands at 813-815 Vermont, a ghost of a gay 

past. The Lm1rence House was evidently built between 1863 

and 1865. The follov;ine;, published in 1883, describes the 

convenience of living at the La1·rrence House: 11 Tb.e oldest 

hotel in the city situated one square west of the business 

district avoids the noise, dust and discomforts of the crowded 

thorofare. 11 The building is described as 50 x 75 in dimen-

sions, having 32 roons, and a 60 x 25 dining room, 11 a hand-

some three-story brick building which stands back of a lU)..'Uri-

ant grot1th_ 6f shade trees, giving the.-place an air qf quiet 

30. Wilder: A..n.nals of Kans2..s. 

31. Leading Industries of Lawrence, 1883. 
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comfort and luY.ury, alike pleasing to eye and enjoyable 

to occupants. 11 32 

The Place House, which stood at 846 New Hampshire, was 

more of a boarding house than an actual hotel. More recently 

it was known as the Adams House. According to R. K. Rankin 

it was one of the buildings moved in from Franklin after the 

border warfare days. It was torn down in 1947. 

Another hotel was the Windsor Hotel, later known as the 

Santa Fe, located at the southeast corner of Seventh and 

Connecticut. Its balconies extended around the sides giving 

it a steamboat appearance. It, too, has been razed. 

A fourth_hotel, preserved for us in the Gardner photo-

graph of 1867, page 163, was the Crandall House, which stood 

at 442 Locust. Certain- information33 indicates that the pre-

sent Dauberman building at this same location is the old hotel 

but a comparison of the· pho.tographs of them does not bear this 

out. One gains the impression from the Gardner picture that 

the tenants of the Crandall House were not too tidy. 

LAWRENCE NATIONAL BANK 

Tne Lawrence National Bank building stood at the site 

of the present building, 647 Massachusetts. Built in 1872, 

it was razed in 1948 to provide for the n~w building. The 

Lawrence Business College and the Public Library occupied 

the upper floors for some years. The photograph shown here 

32. Leading Industries of La\·1rence, 1883. 

33. Early History of North Lawrence, 1930. 
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was made by Duke D'Ambra during the late thirties. 

WATKINS NATIONAL BA.1\r.t( 

The present City Hall on the northwest corner or 

Eleventh and Massachusetts was built in 1888 as the Watkins 

National Bank, by Jabez B. Watkins. In 1939, Mrs. Watkins 

gave the building to the city. The building is of magnifi-

cent construction, of pressed brick set in joints of one-eighth 

inch, with stone and terracotta trim. The corners of the 

walls are clean and sharp, giving the appear~nce that the 

building was cut with a ltnife from one homogeneous mass. The 

beautiful ornate grillwork on the front doors were removed 

several years ago, an act just short of vandalism. In all 

Lawrence architecture this building is the most outstanding. 

BOWERSOCK OPERA HOUSE 

The Bowersock Opera House was built in 1882 by Justin D. 

Bowersock. Many famous actors and actresses and stock road 

shows passed across its stage before it was burned to the 

ground in 1911. It stood on the site of the present Jayhawker 

building built to replace it as the Bowersock Theatre. 

OLD SCEI-JES 

On the following pages are several contemporary photo-

graphs of doi.mtown Lawrence made during the later sixtie.s. 

The first one, page 169, was made by Gardner in 1867 and looks 

south on Massachusetts from Seventh Street. Another illustra-

tion, a drawing from the "View of L3.wrence", dated May, 1858, 

in the possession of the Lawrence Public Library, shows 
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Watkins National Bank. 1888. 
South side. 

Wa ns National Bank. 1888. 
Detail of Stair rail. 
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Watkins National Bank. 1888. 
North side. 

Bowersock Opera House. Seventh and Massachusetts. 
Built in 1882, burned in 1911. 
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Massachusetts Street, 1867. 
.:_ 

By Al8X Gardner. From Missou 1 Historical Society 



pre-Quantrill Massachusetts Street north of Seventh, a 

counterpart view being shown on page 158. Also on page 

171 is a view of the buildings at 706, 710 and 712 Massa-

chusetts, seen very nearly as they are today. The scene 

of activity in the street is not described to us. Two 

other views, both from the later sixties, page 172, show 

Massachusetts from Eighth Street and ac;ain f.rom Ninth 

Street. 

On page 173 is shown a photograph of the business 

blocks standing at from 721 (right, Eastern Bakery) to 731 

Massachusetts. It was made by one A. A. Adams in the late 

sixties. The building at 729~731 occupied in the photograph 

by Eldridge and Ford was the only business block that sur-

vived the Quantrill raid. It was built by Robert H. Miller. 

The elevation drawing shows it in more detail, is from the 

original in the possession of Mrs. Vanera Miller Smith. Only 

the south half is shown. Specifications accompanying this 

drawing are nei!,her signed nor dated, however, correspondence 

indicates that Robert H. Miller had an ?51"eement with Ferdi-

nand Fuller, architect, and thus the design may be his. 

Fuller, architect for North College, is siven credit for -the 

naming of Mount Oread. Leaving Worcester, Massachusetts, en-

route to Kansas with the first New England party, the last 

thing he caught sight of was Eli Thayer 1 s ·white stone castle 

home, Mount Oread, in which he conducted a Young Ladies 

I.nsti tute. 34 

34. Lawrence Journal-World, July 24, 1943. 
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View north on Massachusetts from Seventh, 1858. 
From Lawrence Public Library. 

View along Massachusetts showing the buildings 
at 706, 710, and 712 Massachusetts. From 
University of Kansas Library. 
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·view along Massachusetts from Eighth looking 
north. 

r. 

along Massachusetts from Ninth looking _ 
north . Both views from University of Kansas · 
Library. 
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The"building at 729-731 was owned by Jacob House at 

the time of the Raid and in the basement he found refuge. 

House operated a clothing store for many years at 729 and 

was joined in 1908 by his son, Robert E. House. The building 

was remodeled in 1922, the top story being removed. It-was 

·sold by Mrs. Robert E. House in 1936. 

The building at 723-725 was also built by Robert H. 

IiiTiller and was called the Zuttermeister buil_ding. This 

building was remodeled in the early years into the present 

building. Both of these buildings at one time or another 

hav.e been known as Miller's Hall. 

Listed below are the buildings of coIIL~ercial use still 

standing. In most cases with these buildint:;s the lower store 

fronts are not the original, but a few are. Markings and 

inscriptions that appear on the buildings are given in quo-

tations. 

615 Hassachusetts. 

633-635 1-1assachusetts. 1895. Originally read "Jo1u1son 
-

Block 189511
, now reads ttsmith Block 190811

• Called Everett's 

Hall. 

639 Massachusetts. 

11 West Seventh. 

704 Massachusetts. 

706 Massachusetts. 

708-710 Massachusetts. Built by John Speer. The Lawrence 

Journal operated for many years at 708. In 1903 Claire M. 
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Buildings, 721 to 731 Massachusetts. Late Sixties. From irrs. E. M. Owen. 
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Pa tee opened II The Ni eke 1 11
, the first movie house in the · 

middle west, also -at 708. Old brick has been plastered 

over. 

709-711 Massachusetts.· The Third Territorial Lee;i sla-

ture met on the upper floors of the building that previously · 

stood at 709, Je.nuary 8, 1858. 

712 Massachusetts. 

714 Massachusetts. 

718 Massachusetts. 

723-725 Massachusetts. See page 173. 

732 Massachusetts. 

736 Massachusetts. 

740 Massachusetts. 

743-745 Massachusetts. 

747 Massachusetts. One of the first buildings put up 

after the Raid. During the later sixties the upper floors 

served as division offices for the -Union Pacific Railroad. 

John Read first opened a dry goods business on the ground 

floor, followed by the Simpson Bank, then in 1878 the build-

ing 1·.ras purchased by George Leis for the George Leis Drug 

Company. This was ·later . followed by the Dick Brothers Drug 

Company, and now the Crcn-m Drug Company. Captain J. A. Pike, 

of early border warfare fame, operated a restaurant in the 

basement at one. time. Nmv owned by Mrs. Fritz Meyn. 

804 Massachusetts. 

814 Massachusetts. 



820 Massachusetts. 

822 Massachusetts. 

824 Massachusetts. 

841-843 Massachusetts. Built by Phillip Albach during 

the nineties. 

844-846 Massachusetts. "Carlisle Miller 188411
• 

10-14 East Ninth. 

900-904 Massachusetts. Built by Theodore Poehler during 

the eighties. 

907 Massachusetts. 

906-908 Massachusetts. 

916 Massachusetts. 

918 Massachusetts~ 

924-926 Massachusetts. "E. 1v. Young". Bull t in 1883 

by G. R. Gould. 

928 Massachusetts. 

933 Massachusetts. 

9'38 Massachusetts. "C. J. Erih:sen 1899u. 

1025-1027 Massachusetts. 

1339 Massachusetts. 

1347 Massachusetts. 

735 New Hampshire. 

805-811 New Hampshire. Barteldes Warehouse. 

201-209 West Eighth. Built as I. o. o. F. Hall. 

804 Vermont. 

810 Vermont. 
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812 Vermont. 

815-817 Ver1mont. Lawrence House. See page 160. 

·828 Vermont. 

401-403 North Second. 

415-419 North Second. 

401 Elm. 

434 Locust. 

436 Locust. 

442 Locust. Dauberman Building. See page 161. 

500 Locust. 

504 Locust. 

644 Locust. 

646 Locust. "A. J. Dicker 1868n. 

Storage Building, Mount Hope Nurseries. 
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615 Massachuset.'ts. 

639 Massachusetts. 

-
1111 
1111 

I· 
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1895.· 
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11 West Seventh. 

704 and 706 Y~ssacbusetts . 
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708-710 ~1assachusetts. 

709-711 Massachusetts. 
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Massach- -- __,,_ _ __ __ 
usetts • 

718 M assachµsetts • 
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723-725 ¥..a.ssachusetts. 

732 ¥iassacbusetts. 



736 Massachusetts . 

740 Massachusetts. 
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804 Massachusetts. 
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814 Ivlassacbusetts. 
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820 and 822 Massachusetts. 
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824 Massachusetts . 

Massachusetts . 
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844-846 l"la·ssachusetta. 

10-14 East Ninth. 
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900-904 ~~ssacbusetts. 

907 Massachusetts. 
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'1· .,.. t:J, f~:;.;.,.---, __ ....,. 

906-908 Massacbusette. 

916 and 918 Massachusetts. 
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924-926 Massachusetts. 1883. 

928 ¥~ssacbuaetts. 



933 Massachusetts. 

938 Massachusetts. 1899. 
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1025-1027 :Massachusetts . 

1339 Massachusetts . 
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----- ------
1347 Massachusetts . 

735 New Hampshire . 
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Barteldes Warehouse , 805-811 New Hampshire.· 

,.., 

201-209 l7est Eighth. 
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'----
804 Vermont. 

810 and 812 Vermont. 



828 Vermont. 
Front and rear .• 
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· 401-403 North· Second. 

415-419 North Second. 
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and 436 Locust. 434 
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442 Locust. 

500 Locust. 
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Storage building, Mount Hope Nurseries. 
Two views. 
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS 

UNIT.AJ.~IAN CHURCH 

The old UnitG.rian Church which stood between 933 and 

937 Ohio vms torn dovm before the nineteenth century was 

out. The name of Nathaniel J. Brady is given as its 

architect, and it was built in intermittent periods from 

Iviarch, 1856, until May, 1857, when first services were held, 
• 

although not finished. ·· 

The Reverend Ephra..im·' Nute, the first minister, tells 

about the interior of the church at that meeting: 11 It was 

yet very much in the rough. The congregation was seated on 

rude slabs, among the tall cottonwood poles of the staging; 

the walls unplastered, the windows without casings, the 

massive naked timbers over head. But all this was in keep-

ing with the general rudeness and simplicity of our new 

settlement. It amazed no one, but rather added to the im-

pressiveness of the place, bearing witness to the privations 

e.nd perils among which those -had been reared. ,,35 

During the next year the interior was finished, the 

tower completed and the bell" and clock added. A wind bJ.:ew 

davm the tower in 1893 and wrecked the whole structure. It 

had been vacant for several years, having been declared unsafe. 

The new Unitarian Church was built in 1890 at Twelfth 

and Vermont ··and a·edicated in H391. It is now the Church of 

Latter-Day Saints. 

35. Lawrence Daily Journal and Evenint; Tribune, May 6, 1e93. 
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New Unitarian Church. 
1890. 

Twelfth and Vermont. 

English Lutheran Church. 
:New Hampshire. 1870. 

Eleventh and 
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TRINITY CHAPEL 

This quaint little stone building is the ~. oldest church 

in Kansas, built in 1859. Dimensions of the original portion 

of the building i,.;ere 50 x 25 feet. The tower which has now 

taken on a definite lean was added in 1865. 

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 

T"ne First Baptist Church building was begun in 1865 and 

finished in 1869. It was designed by J. G. Haskell. The 

towers are;:not as they wer~ originally built having been 

damaged by a tornado at one time. The small addition at the 

front along with other remodeling inside dates from the early 

1900 1 s. 

PLYMOUTH CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 

The Plymouth Congregational Church was the fil"'st church 

body organized in Kansas Territory, having held first services 

in a haytent, October 1, 1854. The present building was de-

singed by J. G. Haskell, bes-un in 1868 and finished in 1870. 

Total cost of the building was $40,000. Spires on either side 

of the front were r _emoved in 1937 after being damaged by light-

ning. The addition on the south dates from 1916. 
ENGLISH LUTHERN Ch1JRCH . . 

~nis church, built in 1870, near the northeast corner~of 

Eleventh and New Hampshire, was originally the English Luthern 

Church. It now houses the Church of God. 
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Plymouth Congregational Church. 925 Vermont. 
1868-1870. J. G. Haskell, architect; 
Three views. 
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First 13a-p'ti st en.urch. BOl Kentuck:1. 1B65-1B69. 

J. G. Haskell, architect. TWO views. 210 





UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 

The Ii ttle stone building at 1001 Kentuclry was begun 

by the United Presbyterian Church in 1870 and dedicated in 

1871. The building was later in use by the Immanuel Lutheran 

Church. It is now the Lawrence Bible Chapel. 

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CffiJRCH 

In 1870 the Episcopal Church began work on a new church 

building finishing it in 1873. Cost of the structure was 
~·7.Q 000 'iP .J ' • G. w. Lloyd was the architect. The building has 

the most ple2 .. sing proportions of all Lawrence churches. It 

·was severly damaged by fire April 18 1955. The photograph 

shm~n here was made on :the previous day. 

FRIENDS MEETI NG HOUSE 

A large limestone structure that stood on the high ground 

at 1020 Delaware was the Friends Meeting House, built in 1872. 

J. G. Haskell was the architect of the building which cost 

$31,000. Its lines shO\•Ted a strong kinship to the Congrega-

tional Church and also Fraser Hall, both designed by Haskell. 

It was designed to house the yearly meetings of the Quakers 

that gathered from several states of this area. There was an 

upper meeting room for women and a lower meeting room for the 

men. The building was torn down in 1941 and the stone put 

into the new building at 1601 New -Hampshire. The yearly meetings 

are now held at Friends University, Wichita. 36 
.. , 

36. Lawrence Journal-World, August 2, 1941. 
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United ·Presbyterian Church. 
J. G. Haskell, architect. 

1001 Kentucky. 

Trinity Episcopal Church. Tenth and Vermont. 
1870-1873. G. W. Lloyd, architect. 
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Friends Meeting House. 1020 Delaware. 1872. 
J. G. Haskell, architect. Photograph by J.M. 
Kellogg, from University of Kansas Library. 

First Methodist Church. 1001 Massachusetts. 1865. 
E. s. Tucker photograph from University of Kansas 
Library. 
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FIRST :METHODIST Ch1JRCH 
I 

The first building occupied by the First Methodist Church 

·was built in 1858 at 724 Vermont, was used as a morgue after 

the raid. The photograph shovm was made by Edward Bumgardner 

in 1913 while the building . wa_s in use as a residence. It was 

tc..lrnn down in 1940. In 1865 they built the structure which 

stood at the southwest corner of Tenth and Massachusetts until 

torn dm·m. in 1910. 

Th.e building ·present:t.y- occupied by the church was built 

in 1889. It is one of the more· ·handsome church buildings of 

Lavrrence, having Romanesque massing and details. It is of 

limestone construction. 

OTHER CHURCHES 

Calvary Soµthern Baptist Church, 1000 New York. 

Second :Missionary Baptist Church, 847 Ohio. Now the 

Ninth Street Baptist Chur(ih. 1872. 

First R. M. Bapttst Church, 416 Lincoln. 1891. 
Centenary Methodist Church, 245 North Fourth. 

North Lawrence Christian Church, 647 Elm. 

St. James A. M. E. Church, Seventh and Maple. 1897. 

TURNER HALL 

A turner in Germany is a man of good physical structure 

developed by gymnastic action. In the early part of the 

nineteenth century a preacher in Berlin began establishing 

clubs to harden and develop the muscles of the youth. In 1848 

a movement to establish a German republic among the students 
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First Method~st Church. 
Two views. 

Tenth and Vermont. 
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Calvary Southern Baptist Church. 1000 New York. 

Second Missionary Baptist Church, 847 Ohio. 1872. 
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First R. M. Baptist Church. 416 Lincoln. 1891. 

Centenary Methodist Church. 245 North Fourth. 
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North Lawrence Christian Church. 647 Elm. 

st. James A. M. E. Church. 
1897. 

Seventh and Maple. 
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and vrorking men 1 s 6~ilds was suppressed by Prussia and Hanover 

and many were forced to flee the country. 

The first turner club, or turnverein as it was called, 

was established in 1857 and a hall vms built at the southwest 

corner of Tenth and Nei..; York. During the war they disbanded 

and sold their property a{ter 44 of their 48 enlisted. Another 

c ·lub first met in 1867 and built in 1868-1869 the old stone 

building standing at 90Q Rhode Island. The frame addition 

was built in 1872. This group de·clined some at the outbreak 

of World War I when German in.sti tutions became unpopular and 

was finally disbanded in the late thirties. Turner clubs 

still exist in many large cities as the American Gymnastic 

Union. Among the roster of Lawrence turners were such names 

as Acbning, Walruff, Fischer, Barteldes, Preisach, Broecker, 

and Wiedemann. The building is now used by the Salvation 
Army.37 

OLD CITY HALL 

Old City Hall .which formerly stood on the northwest cor-

ner of Eighth and Vermont was built in 1869 at~ cost of 

~28,000. The building served as fire station and also as · 

court house until the present county building was completed 

in 1904. It was torn dovm in 1950.. In style it compares 

most favorably withthe Towne house at 743 Indiana. 

CITY WATER WORKS BUILDING 

Lawrence secured its first water works system in 1886 
37. Albach: History of the . Turnvereins. 
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Turner Hall. 900 Rhode Island. 1868-1869. 
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when work began on this plant. Shortly afterward, ·:·, the City 

Water Company, a '._~pr.iva.tely organized concern, became the 

holde1~ of a franchise. This company was .succeeded in 1894 
by the Kansas Water and Light Company. Later the Lawrence 

Water Company assumed control after a reorganization in 1905. 
T'ne city later bought the water works system and since then 

it ha s been completely rebuilt. 

SCHOOLS 

The first school was ·opened by Edward P. Fitch in 

January, 1855, in the rear of Dr. Robinson's office, near 

the present site of the Lawrence National Banl{. In the 

spring or1e57, the schools were enlarged and placed under 

the· control of C. L. Edwards. This same year "Quincy High 

School" was established~ meeting in the basement of the old 

Unitarian Church. With the establishment of a city govern-

ment in 1857, the -schools came under the control of the city, 

which, in 1861, appointed a board of three trustees to ad-

minister them. These first three were L. Bullene ,· John 

Wilder, and T. Dwight T'.aatcher. 

In 1865, with enrollment standing at 685 pupils with 9 

teachers, a contract was let to build Central School, at the 

southwest corner of Ninth and Kentucky, for $11,000. In 1867, 
a Board of Education ca.me into being, taking over the duties 

of the trustees. T1'1e next, few years saw rapid strides in 

the growth of the city's educational system. In 1867, Quincy 

Street School, on the site of the pre.sent Community Building, 
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Old City Hall. Eighth and Vermont. 1869. 
E. s. Tucker photograph from Caldwell Souvenir. 

Water Works Building. Third and Indiana. 1886. 
Drawing from Lawrence Weekly Journal, April 15, 1887. 
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was built at a cost of $9000. New Yorlr School was then built 

in 1869 for $9000, and, in 1870, Vermont Street School, located 

at 619 Vermont, was erected at a cost of $10,000. In 1871, 

Pinclmey Street School was built for (~6000, and Quincy School 

·was enlarged, costing $10,000. · During this time also, two 

buildings in,.North Lawrence were erected, Woodlavm and Lincoln 

Schools, both in 1868. North Lawrence at this time was separate 

f'rom Lawrence, having its mm post office and city government 
' under the designation of Jef'ferson. In March, 1870, it was 

consolidated ,dth Lawrence :proper. 38 

The High School was first established in 1870, and gradu-

ated its first class of two in 1875. It occupied, with four 

upper grades, old Central School. One room was devoted to the 

high school and one teacher' was able to handle its work, but 

in the next ten years another teacher was added. A slow 

growth of the high school at this time is accountable to the 

fact that the University offered a full three-year prepara-

tory course. During the eighties, however, this was· gradually 

dropped and the high school began to develop more rapidly. 

By 1885 there was an enrollment of 147 and a faculty of 3, 

and by 1890, enrollment reached 327 and a faculty of 7. 

In 1889 bonds for a ne·w high school building were voted · 

in the amount of $'35,000, and the building was finished the 

next year. Jom1. G. Haskell was the architect. In 1900 New 

Central School was built at a cost of ~i25,000, later ~~6000 

was added. 

38. Early History o:f North Lawrence, 1930. 



619 1870. 

Quincy Streef--School. Elev-enth and Vermont. 1867. 
Two views. Three photographs by J.M. Kellogg from 
University of Kansas Library. 
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Lincoln School. Seventh and Lincoln. 1868. 

Woodlawn School. Perry near Fourth. 1868. 
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Lawrence High School. Ninth and Kentucky. 
J. G. Haskell, architect. Two views. Top 
graph from Caldwell Souvenir. 

Ll 
I 

New Central School. Ninth and Kentucky. 
J. G. Haskell, architect. 

1890. 
photo-

1900. 
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Virtually all of the nineteenth century schools have 

fallen before the march of progress, a.~d, for the well-being 

of our children, it is fortunate. Old Central, New York, 

Pinckney, and Quincy schools have long been gone; New Ce11-

tral and the High School have been razed this yeo.r. Only 

the two relics of North Lawrence remain, Woodla'1m, in the 

300 block of ··· Perry, and Lincoln, at Seventh and Lincoln. 

Neitherare in use. 

* * 
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